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I read Kurt Christian's article today on "Dye: Schooner Creek will be at market". The left-wing Anti-

Defamation League does not have an accurate definition for Antifa. Antifa is more like an extreme 

terrorist organization. Abby Ang quote about the American Identity Movement can be misinterpreted. 

Mass illegal immigration is a big problem and discrimination against Americans is bad. 

 

Is American Identity Movement a supremacist organization? 

 

AIM prohibits the advocacy of or participation in supremacy, violence, or illegal activity. We reject 

extremism of any stripe. Allegations to the contrary originate from left-wing individuals and 

organizations intent on mischaracterizing anyone who dares speak out against globalism. 

 

https://www.americanidentitymovement.com/faq/... 

 

President Trump said he is considering declaring the left-wing activist group antifa a terrorist 

organization. 

 

"Consideration is being given to declaring ANTIFA, the gutless Radical Left Wack Jobs who go 

around hitting (only non-fighters) people over the heads with baseball bats, a major Organization of 

Terror (along with MS-13 & others)," Trump said Saturday on Twitter. "Would make it easier for 

police to do their job!" 

 

Sen. Ted Cruz sent a letter earlier this week to Attorney General William Barr, Deputy Attorney 

General Jeffrey Rosen, and FBI Director Christopher Wray asking for an investigation into antifa. 

 

At a Senate hearing last week, Texas Republican asked Wray if he could investigate antifa under the 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, which is designed to target organized crime in 

the U.S. 

 

Rep. Jim Banks (R-Ind.) is asking the FBI to add a new subsection to its list of extremist ideologies 

that would include Antifa, according to a letter to FBI Director Christopher Wray provided exclusively 

to Hill.TV. 

 

"While the FBI declines to keep a public or official list of domestic terrorist organizations, it does 

outline extremist ideologies that often lead to domestic terrorism," the letter states. 

 

The list right now doesn't include a category "under which Antifa could reasonably be counted," 

Banks wrote. 

 

He then write it was his suggestion "that the FBI add a subsection that properly encompasses 

Antifa’s political goals as openly broadcasted by its leaders on their social media platforms." 

 

Banks suggested the addition cover "Anti-1st Amendment Extremists," something he said would 

cover Antifa. 

 

"Antifa has redefined fascism to include anyone who disagrees with their opaque political agenda. 

https://www.americanidentitymovement.com/faq/?fbclid=IwAR1NHPEExra2hi1CtOWKRgOKlITwp3VZsqBGL2dggyBL0Gh_oiO5qD_nTDE#1550465171710-ee435ded-c819


What that agenda is exactly is imprecise by design—their central aim is to silence any and all 

moderate and conservative politics or ideologies," he wrote. 


